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The limited edition Sports Phone is specifically designed for
the active lifestyle sports enthusiast -- it weighs in at 1.3

ounces, less than ¼” inch thick and the size of a credit card.

With over 101.3 M
smartphone uses in the U.S. it just
makes good sense to have a
second phone to use when you
don't want to risk losing or
damaging it, said RPC President
Bob Czajkowski

San Diego, CA (PRWEB) May 23, 2012

Mobile phone developer and manufacturer, Real Phone
Corporation, is pleased to announce its new Sports
Phone. The limited edition Sports Phone is specifically
designed for the active lifestyle sports enthusiast.
Weighing in at 1.3 ounces, less than ¼” inch thick and
the size of a credit card, the new mobile device is
ideally suited for cyclists, runners, and hikers.
Introductory priced at under $50, the Sports Phone is
an affordable second phone solution. The Sports
Phone can be purchased online at
http://www.realphonecorp.com.

Active lifestyle land and water sports enthusiasts can
now leave their expensive smartphones at home. The
Sports Phone easily fits into the inner zip, key or coin
pockets of most sports apparel. Rather than risk taking
a smartphone or being without a cell phone on a hike,
bike trek or marathon, a person now has the option of
getting a mobile phone designed to be lightweight, yet
durable. It comes in white or black and features a
sealed, water-resistant case ideal for mountain to
beach to boat activities.    

The Sports Phone is FCC certified and employs
multiple language voice recognition software,
eliminating the need for a traditional keypad. Voice digit
or name dialing, along with auto hands-free answering,
streamlines the call process. It is an unlocked dual
band handset and operates on any GSM network in
North America. An embedded rechargeable Lithium-ion
battery powers the phone for 200 minutes talk time and
200 hours standby. It can be configured to store up to
50 voice-activated contact entries. Incoming call
announcements and preset text replies are displayed
on the phone’s color LCD display.

The Sports Phone includes a travel charger, ear bud
headset, drawstring storage pouch and Quick Start
Guide. The SIM card is not included. An individual may
use the SIM card from their current GSM mobile device
or purchase a H2O Wireless SIM card from Real
Phone at the time of order. Real Phone Corporation
warrants its mobile phone products against defects in
materials or workmanship for one year from the date of
original purchase.

“According to comScore, as of January 2012, there are
101.3 million smartphone subscribers in the U.S. It just
makes good sense to have a second phone to use
when you don’t want to risk losing or damaging your
smartphone,” said Real Phone Corporation President,
Bob Czajkowski. “Not only is the replacement very
expensive, but valuable information can also be lost.”
“People don't wear the same shoes for all occasions.
So why use the same mobile phone all the time? The
Sports Phone is our first lifestyle phone in our patent
pending LOGO Mobile Phone™ product line. Voice recognition in a small, lightweight, durable mobile phone in this
price range is hard to find,” added Czajkowski.

The Sports Phone is only available in the continental U.S. For more information or to buy the Sports Phone go to

Announcing New Credit Card Size Sports Phone Ideal for
Active Lifestyles
Active lifestyle land and water sports enthusiasts can now leave their expensive
smartphones at home. The new Sports Phone from Real Phone Corporation easily
fits into the inner zip, key or coin pockets of most cyclist, runner and hiker sports
apparel.
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The Sports Phone includes
a travel charger, ear bud
headset, drawstring
storage pouch and Quick
Start Guide.

People don't wear the
same shoes for all
occasions. Why use the
same mobile phone all the

time?

Founded in May 2007,
Real Phone Corporation, develops and
manufactures unique mobile phones for
corporate promotional products applications and
specialized lifestyle uses.

The Sports Phone can be
configured to store up to 50
voice-activated contact
entries. Incoming call
announcements and preset

text replies are displayed on the phone’s color
LCD display.

It comes in white or black
and features a sealed, water-
resistant case ideal for
mountain to beach to boat
activities.
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About Real Phone Corporation
Founded in May 2007, Real Phone Corporation, develops and manufactures unique mobile phones for corporate
promotional products applications and specialized lifestyle uses. Its patent pending LOGO Mobile Phone™ is
designed to be the world’s thinnest and lightest mobile phone. Voice activation eliminates the need for a traditional
keypad giving the credit card sized device prominent space for imprinting of corporate logos or images. The Sports
Phone is the company’s first lifestyle LOGO Mobile Phone. Real Phone Corporation is privately owned and located in
San Diego, California. For more information visit http://www.realphonecorp.com.

The LOGO Mobile Phone will be the Choice for your Second Phone!
(logo/phone/second-phone.html)

The LOGO Phone™

Designed for the Active Lifestyle
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